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SIDE A 

Where Have The Outlaws Gone 
(An eulogy for Doug Draime) 

 

These modern outlaws 

They run in packs of followers 

They walk a hipster walk 

Talk in smooth hipster code 

Don’t need anything new 

You’ve got the same old shit to stand on 

Don’t need to say anything 

When walking on eggshells not to offend 

Don’t need fresh energy 

Don’t need anything when it all means no 

thing 

 

Meanwhile way out west 

An old Wordslinger 

Puts down his last Poem 

He was humble & kind 

He was crazy from genius & capitalism 

He just let his words do the talking 

& a tree fell in the forest 

I heard it, I know people heard 

 

I am sitting here getting older 

Watching all of my friends die 

I might be watching myself die 

I have seen the best minds of my generation 

Rotting in trailer parks 

What have we done to ourselves 

I have seen too much 

 

I heard it over the outlaw chatter 

They wonder if their deaths will be 

publicized 

Terrified that few people will notice 

Or even care 

 

Originally published by Rusty Truck. 

https://rustytruck.wordpress.com/2015/12/02/where-have-the-outlaws-gone-by-michael-grover/ 

 

Liner Notes: LLGFR would like to thank Doug Draime. Grover met Doug Draime about 10 years ago. 

Grover’s--now dormant--Covert Press published a chapbook for Draime. Though Grover and Draime never met 

face-to-face, Grover considered Draime a friend and the two kept in contact. Draime, originally from Indiana, 

always talked about coming back to visit and stopping in Toledo, Ohio to see Grover. “We always talked about 

it but it never happened,” Grover said. “I just think it’s criminal that one of the best writers in the world ended 

up dying in a trailer park somewhere in Oregon; working at a gas station...He could do things with poetry that 

few people could do...I mean, even if you’re reading one of his poems and it seems like it’s gonna be nothing, 

sooner or later it’s gonna hit you: Something...” 
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SIDE B 

Tombstone As An Ugly Charm 
(For d.a. levy and E.) 

 

If you want a revolution 

Return to your childhood 

& don't move 

 

Don't mistake changing mailmen 

For changes 

 

If you want freedom 

Don't mistake squares 

For revolution 

 

Think in terms of living 

And know 

You are dying 

& accept it 

 

If you want a revolution 

Learn to grow in reverse 

Always returning to your childhood 

& don't move 

 

You say what I've been thinking 

Sittin' on the front porch 

Attack the system – the government 

You attack yourself, know this 

& attack if you must 

Be able to change 

Your own internal chemistry 

 

Walk down the street in the hood in a 

kimono 

Giving small flowers that you've picked to 

kids 

 

This is not a game 

Your childhood 

Is the rebellion 

Of the system 

 

Walk down the street in a kimono 

Giving flowers to kids 

But be wary 

Of anyone old enough to kill 

Learn how to disappear 

 

Before they can find you 

(That is if you want to 

Stay alive like levy never did 

He knew) 

 

If you want a revolution 

Do it “together” 

But don't get trapped in 

Word or systems 

 

People are people 

No matter what age 

Color or words they use 

& they all have children 

Buried in their head 

 

If you want a revolution 

Grow a new mind 

& do it quietly 

If you can 

 

Return to your childhood 

And don't move 

Then become a being 

Dependent on eyes 

For seeing 

 

Whenever you get bored 

Change realities, 

Philosophies, politics, labels 

Let yourself love & be hurt 

 

But if you really want 

A revolution 

Learn how to change 

Your internal chemistry 

Then go beyond that 

 

Walk down the street in a kimono 

Giving flowers to yourself 

 

 

Originally published by Green Panda Press Digest 2015 

http://greenpandapress.blogspot.com/ 



 

Liner Notes: LLGFR would like to thank d.a. levy (the almighty Buddhist Third Class Junkmail 

Oracle) and an unnamed Toledoan. “I was hanging out with this girl on her birthday,” Grover 

said, “she actually has a kimono. If you’ve read the novel (Lockewood/The Wolves of 

Lockewood, Hippity Scotch Press 2014) you know she brings it out every once in awhile. So, she 

was wearing her kimono on her birthday and we walked down to the community garden across 

the street from the Black Kite and I just got this poem in my head and I told her that I needed to 

go home....She was all drunk so she started to get pissed off at me...The words just started 

coming in my head. I had to go write ‘em down.” 
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